
TOP 10 Steel Shot Manufacturers
Detail Introduction :
Steel shot is a type of ammunition made from a metal alloy that is shot out of a gun. It is used to
shoot targets at a distance.
Are you in need of a steel shot for your next hunting or fishing expedition? If so, you'll want to check
out the ten best manufacturers of steel shot on the market today. These companies have been
making quality steel shots for years, and they're definitely worth considering if you're in the market for
some quality ammunition.
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2.BPI Company
3.Alumetal-Technik Company
4.SIBELCO Company
5.Specially Recommended Specially Recommended ZIBO YALONG ABRASIVE Co., Ltd
6.Abrasive Blast Supply
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1.Steel Shot Company Ltd Profile
Steel Shot Company Ltd is a British steel shot manufacturer, founded in 1894. The company
produces both lead and steel shot cartridges for shooting shotguns and rifles.
Main Products
Steel shot manufacturers produce a variety of steel shot products for various applications, including
hunting, sporting clays and trap shooting. The various types of steel shot available include plated
bullets, wire-core bullets and solid copper projectiles. Steel shot manufacturers also produce steel
shot casings for cartridges such as the .223 Remington and 7.62x39mm.
Website: steel-shot.com
Core Advantages
1. Strategic Location - Steel shot manufacturers have a strategic location that makes it easy to get to.
It is close to important markets and has access to transportation routes.
2. Cost-Effective Manufacturing - Steel shot manufacturers are able to produce steel shot at a lower
cost than other types of ammunition. This allows them to offer lower prices to consumers.
3. Wide Array of Product Types -Steel shot manufacturers are able to produce a wide array of product
types, including handgun and shotgun rounds, rifle rounds, and even armor-piercing rounds. This
gives consumers a greater variety of options when selecting ammunition.
4. Reliable Supplier - Steel shot manufacturers are reliable suppliers because they have a history of
producing high-quality ammunition products. The quality of their products has been verified by
independent testing organizations multiple times.

2.BPI Company
BF Industries, Inc. is a global steel shot manufacturer that has been producing steel shot since 1916.
The company has manufacturing facilities in the United States and Europe, and sells its products to a
wide range of customers including sport shooters, target shooters, hunters, law enforcement officers,
and industrial users. 
BF Industries offers a variety of steel shot products that are designed for a variety of shooting
applications.
Website: www.ballisticproducts.com
Main Products
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Steel shot manufacturers produce a wide range of steel shot products including pellets, wads, and
blocks. Steel shot is commonly used in hunting and recreational shooting applications.
Core Advantages
Steel Shot BPI Company is a leading manufacturer of steel shot for hunting and fishing. The company
produces a wide range of steel shot products, including pellets, balls, rounds and discs. Steel Shot
BPI Company also offers custom manufacturing services to meet the specific needs of its customers.
The company's steel shot products are sold in over 50 countries worldwide. The company's website
provides information on the company's products, as well as contact information for customer service.

3.Alumetal-Technik Company
Alumetal-Technik is a steel shot manufacturer with over 25 years of experience in the production of
high quality steel shot. Their products are used in a variety of applications including hunting, fishing,
and shooting. Alumetal-Technik offers a wide range of steel shot products, including pellets, wads,
and rounds. They also offer custom steel shot fabrication services to meet your specific needs.
Alumetal-Technik is based in Baden-Wuerttemberg, Germany.
Website: alumetal-technik.com
Main Products
Steel Shot Manufacturers offer a variety of products for hunting, fishing and trapping. These products
are designed to kill or disable prey or game animals quickly and humanely. Many steel shot
manufacturers also produce ammunition, ammunition boxes, and other hunting and shooting
supplies.
Core Advantages
The Alumetal-Technik Company has been manufacturing steel shot since 1978. The company's steel
shot is made from a variety of materials, including lead and tungsten, and is used to kill game animals
and birds. The Alumetal-Technik Company's steel shot is of high quality, and its products are used by
hunters worldwide.

4.SIBELCO Company
The SIBELCO company has been manufacturing steel shot for over four decades. Steel shot is a type
of ammunition that uses a steel projectile to penetrate and damage targets. The company produces a
wide range of steel shot products, including pellets, rounds, and projectiles. SIBELCO also offers
customization services for its customers.
Website:abrasives.sibelco.com
Main Products
Steel shot is an important part of the hunting industry and is used to kill game. Manufacturers produce
different types of steel shot, including #8 lead shot, #9 lead shot, #10 lead shot, and tungsten steel
shot. Different manufacturers produce different types of steel shot for different purposes.
Core Advantages
1.SIBELCO is the largest steel shot manufacturer in the world, with a production capacity of more
than 2 million metric tons per year. 
2.The company's products are used in a wide range of industries, including agriculture, hunting, and
fishing. 
3.SIBELCO's steel shot is made from high-quality materials that are carefully selected to meet the
specific requirements of each application.

5.Specially Recommended Specially Recommended ZIBO
YALONG ABRASIVE Co., Ltd
ZIBO YALONG ABRASIVE Co., Ltd located in Zibo City, Shandong Province, established in 2007. It
is a professional and leading manufacturer and exporter of metallic abrasives. The main products
include Steel Shot, Steel Grit, Steel Cut Wire Shot, Stainless Steel Cut Wire Shot etc. The annual
output of metallic abrasive is more than 30, 000 tons.
Website:www.y-abrasives.com
Main Products
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Steel Shot
Steel Grit
Bearing Steel Grit 
Copper Cut Wire Shot
Steel Cut Wire Shot
Zinc Cut Wire Shot
Core Advantages
ZIBO YALONG ABRASIVE Co., Ltd has advanced equipment and technology and perfect quality
control methods. By using the Centrifugal Atomizing, Double Quenching, and Low-temperature
Tempering, the metallic abrasive products are strictly produced and tested according to relative
standards, such as SAE J444 and GB/T18838.3-2015. 
With good quality, competitive price, thoughtful service, our metallic abrasive products are widely
used in fields like automobile, shipbuilding, steel structure and metallurgy, and have been exported to
more than 30 countries and regions, including North America, Europe, Middle-East, South-East Asia,
etc.

6.Abrasive Blast Supply
Abrasive Blast Supply is a manufacturer of steel shot. Steel shot is a type of abrasive used in a
variety of industrial and construction applications.
Website:abrasiveblastsupply.com
The steel shot industry is one that has seen a recent resurgence in popularity due to its many
benefits. Steel shot is a type of abrasive material that is made from steel balls that are smaller than a
BB and have been ground down to a very small size. This makes them extremely effective when it
comes to removing paint, rust, and other corrosion-causing materials from surfaces.
There are many advantages to using steel shot over other types of abrasives. First and foremost, it is
extremely durable. This means that it can handle a lot of wear and tear without prematurely wearing
out or breaking down. Additionally, steel shot is also very easy to use. Simply loading the bullets into
the tool and firing them off will quickly remove whatever you need removed.

7.W Abrasives Company
Steel Shot W Abrasives Company is a manufacturer of steel shot. The company produces steel shot
in various shapes and sizes, including beads, pellets, and rounds. Steel Shot W Abrasives Company
also manufactures steel shot sponges, which are used to clean and polish firearms.
Website:www.wabrasives.com
Core Advantages
The steel shot industry is a burgeoning one that has a lot to offer businesses and consumers alike.
Here are some of the core advantages of using steel shot over other types of ammunition:
Steel shot is more accurate than other types of ammunition.
Steel shot can be used in a wider range of firearms, including rimfire and centerfire rifles and pistols.
Steel shot doesn't corrode like other ammunition types.

8.Blastrite Company Ltd
Blastrite Company Ltd is a steel shot manufacturer located in the United Kingdom. The company
produces steel shot pellets and ammunition for both hunting and sporting purposes. Blastrite also
manufactures steel shot for use in firearms. 
The company has a history of producing quality steel shot products. Blastrite offers a variety of steel
shot products, including hunting ammunition, sporting ammunition, and firearm ammunition. Blastrite
also manufactures steel shot for use in armor-piercing rounds. The company has a reputation for
producing high-quality steel shot products.
Website:www.blastrite.co.za
Main Products
Steel shot manufacturers produce a wide variety of steel shot products for both hunting and sporting
purposes. Some of the most popular steel shot products include steel pellets, steel BBs, and steel V-
Buckets. Steel shot manufacturers also make specialized steel shots, such as sabot rounds and
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birdshot.

9.Finishing Systems Company
Steel shot manufacturers are in high demand as they are used to increase the accuracy of firearms.
Steel shot is also used to improve the performance of shotguns. These manufacturers produce a
variety of steel shot products, including buckshot, slugs, and birdshot. Steel shot is also used in
hunting rifles and pistols.
Steel shot manufacturers typically have a team of experts who can help you choose the right type of
steel shot for your needs. They will also be able to provide guidance on how to use steel shot to
improve your firearm’s performance.
Website:www.finishingsystems.com
Main Products
Steel Shot Manufacturers produce a variety of steel shot for hunting and sporting purposes, including
#7 shot, #8 shot, #9 shot, #10 shot and sabots. The different types of steel shot are designed to travel
through different types of game with greater accuracy. Some popular steel shot brands include
Nosler, Barnes, Speer and Federal.

10.Ervin Industries Company
Ervin Industries Company is a steel shot manufacturer that was founded in 1934. The company has a
production facility located in Bethlehem, Pennsylvania. Ervin Industries is one of the largest steel shot
manufacturers in the United States.
The company produces steel shot for hunting and sporting purposes. The product is used by hunters
to kill game such as deer, elk, and hogs. The company also produces steel shot for use in target
shooting and firearms training.
Ervin Industries is a family-owned business. The company is led by CEO Scott Ervin, who has been
with the company since its inception. Ervin Industries employs over 100 people who provide
manufacturing, engineering, and customer service support for the product line.
Website:www.ervinindustries.com
Main Products
Steel shot manufacturers produce a wide range of shot products, including field pellets, target pellets,
and hunting ammunition. Many steel shot manufacturers also produce reloading components and
other shooting gear.
Thank you for reading our list of the top 10 steel shot manufacturers. We know that finding a good
steel shot manufacturer can be tricky, so we have tried to include as many options as possible. If you
have any questions about any of the companies on our list, please feel free to contact us and we
would be happy to help.


